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I. Introduction 
The elements of the second short ro~ of the perio- 
die table have five empty d-orbitals of sufficiently low 
energy to permit their use in bond formation. The five or- 
bitals are spatially arranged as the schematic diagram be- 
low shows: 
~ 
)I( '( £.~~ x ')( 
~l(~ 
Figure 1 g.)(4_ '(;i. Jl."!' ~ ~~ 
If the sigma bond lies along the x-axis, for instance, then 
the d"- and d;rz- orbitals have t wo lobes lying on either side 
.L' ... y .... )... 
of the sigma bond. If the sigma-bonded neighboring atom has 
a lone .:_Jair oflTelectrons Ln the p - or p - orbitals, the y z 
empty cl-orbitals could accept the lone pair as shown below: 
Figure 2 
This sort of overlap is called (p-+d) 7T-bonding or dative 
Tl-bonding. The overlap is not, in general, as great as that 
in a (p-p)lf-bond[See Figure 2(bD, but it does lend some 
double bond character (eg., shortened bond length and in- 
creased bond order) where it does exist. 
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Another effect could exist which looks, inductively, 
just like d7T-prr bonding. It might, indeed, be the predorni- 
nant effect and might be misconstrued as being dativeTf- 
bonding. If the atom adjacent to, for example, silicon, is 
.. more electronegative than silicon and has a lone pair (eg, -Q, 
-~or -~0, there could be this sort of picture: .. 
where the sigma bond is polarized by a field effect as shovn 
in Fig.3. As indicated, this effect could act like dative 
7(-bonding. In examining, care should be tal~en to consider 
both possibilities. 
Considerable work has been done with sulfur, phos- 
phorus, silicon, germanium and arsenic to investigate the 
po se.i.b.i 1 L ty, existence and extent of ( :;;:i~d) --rr-bonding in 
their compounds. mark done v1i th sulfur compounds has esta- 
"" 
blished the use of its 3d-orbitals in dative 71-bonding. 
Johnson, Blyholder and Cor des ( l) investigated the seven- 
membered ring, Su_N-z:ffi, and found .l t to be planar. 'I'he i.r- inter- . _.,/ 
pretation of the visible and ultraviolet spectral data was 
that there is considerable (p-7d) TT-bonding between the 
1 D l ~ ~,·n~,,·[.t~lQ Q~d 'th0 nit~O 1 S\,l ,,;i;i,lfl e '''" tH L '"" IL_ 011.e <CH 
'J 
J?i•a'l::.t D.nd Hollo.nd (2) , in nuc Le ar- hl<o'\gnetj_c resonance corn- 
parisons with analogous nitrogen compounds, found that(2p-'> 
3d) rr-bonchng c on t r-Lbu t.o s significantly to the bonding of 
-2- 
~,11-unsaturated sulfonium salts. 'I'wo v.Lews concerning (p-4-d) 
~ 
II -bonding in divalent sulfur compounds were considered by 
Goodman and Taft (3). The views are: a) in sulfur-carbon 7T- 
bonding, both the 3p- and 3d- S orbitals are used ; and b ) the 
use of S 3d-orbitals is unimportant and the bond involves only 
thi inclusion of the 3p-electrons iD:to an olefinic or aryl IT- 
shell. They decided between these two by a substituent inter- 
• 0 
ference experiment. In thiophenol, the band at 2800 A was as- 
si6ned to a 
1A~1Lb 
transition. If the S 3d-orbitals are used 
in 1T-bonding to the ring, the :r-cH3-thiopheno1.. Lb band v1il: have 
a destructive interference term resulting in the intensity be- 
ing decreased from that of thiophenol itself. This decrease is 
seen in that p-CH3C6HLi-SH has a molar extinction coefficient of 
approximately 300 where thiophenol•s is around 700. Thus, they 
conclude the first view, that the 3d-ox·bi tals are significant 
con tr-t but.cr-s in sulfur/T-bonding. l"Iilliams (4.) discovered that 
the bond between nitrogen and sulfur is stronger than the theo- 
retical single bond energy by some 9 kcal/rPole and he attribu- 
ted this ·added stability to resonance by (p-'t"d) IT-bonding. 
Doering and Hoffman (5) demonstrated sulfur and phosphorus 
d"'tf"-p1f bonding with carbon by the reaction of trimethylsul- 
fonium iodide and tetramethyl~Jhosphonium iodide vvi th sodium 
deuteroxide in deuterium oxide· Ninet~r-eight percent of the 
methyl protons in the su.Lf'orri.um salt and 73. 9 percent of the 
methyl protons in the phosphonium salt exchanged wi. th deute- 
(> rans from the solvent after 3 hrs. of he at.Lng at 6? c. ,~-:hen 
tetramethylammonimI: iod:i.d0 wo.s reacted with sodiu;·11 deutero- 
xide in D2o, only 1.13 % of the protons e::changed after 358 
7 -:;;- 
hours at 10~C. In this a~nonium salt, there is no possibi- 
• li ty for ( p-+ d ) Tl-bo~1ding. 'I'hcr-e has be en nor e wor-k done 
on the po s s i, bil:L t y of d 1( -]:nf borid.i.ng in sulfur corcpounds , 
( 6-9) 
8hemical evid~nce has also supported the co~tention 
that phosphorus uses its 3d orbitals in dative !r-bondins. 
Peterson ( 7) found that, in the :'r'.·paration of organoli thiur 
compounds, )PCH3 reacted .L'aster t han expected, altl-10uc;h 
s Lowe.r than-SGTI2 by acme 5000 times ( 10), and attributed :J 
this increased rate of uetala.tion to (p_.,.d) -r/-bonding, 
mak.i.ng the me t hy.I hyc'.rogens more ac Ld.i,c and therefore more 
easily rernovod. Haake, i=iller and Tyssee ( 11) stated that: 
1 -; 1111.1he dependence of C ~.-}I c o up.i.Lng constants on the electro- 
negativity of attached ;rou,s offers an ideal way to detect 
the amount of positive charge on pho sphor-us or sulfur and 
there fore the amount of ( 1)4 d ) if-bonding i 1 c ompo und s 11i t h 
PO or SO bonds." Nuc Le.ar- ma gnetic resontu1ce studies of PO 
compounds relative to analogous co11_;_;ounds of m, trogen 1ed 
them to believe that the PO bonds are best d2scribed as 
double bonds. They conclude. d the sam,e about SO bonds and 
thorefore dative Tl-bonding ·11n .. s ahown to e xi s t in these 
compounds. N,m,r, stu<lies by Letcher and Van~aeer (1Z) on 
3lp chemical shifts showed that they are primarily se~sitive 
to asymmetric electron loading. 'I1his affords a method for 
estimatinc the amount of (p-+d) 7T-bondine; to 9hosphorus. 
Thus it has been est~blished anrl nccepteJ by vast 
cherrl.st s that sulfur and c;hos1)horus do use) their lo1:1-~_~rj_nc; 
d+or'b.i.t a.Ls iii. dative 1/-boncU.ng. ·:-hen consj_derj_nG silicon, 
-~-- 
there is varying opinion on the use or non-use of d-orbitals. 
- In genez-a.l , t wo effects deterr.'.'j_ne the availability of cl-orbi- 
tals. First is the size of the d-orbitals; the second, the 
sigma bond length. These two effects oppose each other. As 
the atom possessing the empty d-orbitals increases in size, 
the d-orb:L tals become larger, thus be corzl.ng somewhat more 
capable of 7{-overlap. Hov:ever, the atom's orbital used in 
the ~-bond also increases in size, increasing the <r -bond 
length. For sulfur and phosphorus, the orbital size is con- 
sidered large enough to form this Jr-overlap, whereas work 
done with germanium and arsenic, while sho1''ing in some cases 
the existence of t h Ls bonding, has shown that 'i, t is much less 
significant here (the er -bond length has become the predorni- 
nan t effect). It is thought t.hat silicon lies on the border, 
thus making a de f'Lru, te decision -more diff:i.cul t , Thus, experi- 
mental ev.i dence has been interpreted both for and against (p4>d) 
ti-bonding in si1icon compounds. This paper is a li t er a- 
ture search of Chemical Abstracts from 195Li- t.hr-ough :'ay, 1968 
(and references from per t.i.nen t articles) which explores the 
literature and work done concerning silicon bonding. 
In 1940, ICimball ( 1.3') gave the first theoretical 
consideration to (p4d) 1T -bonding and concluded that this 
type of back-bonding was possible in silicon compounds due to 
its loi.v-lying 3d-orbi tals. Craig et al. ( 14-) further substan- 
t.La t e d this by sri.ying that t t ste» not only possible, but 
very likely, that dative -r(-bonding played a role in sili- 
con chemistry. Although there was some evidence for back- 
bonding prior to this article ( 15-18), '.ost of the work done 
-5- 
on this problem has arisen since then. This paper considers 
- the literature in four sections: silicon - oxysen bonding, 
silicon - nitrogen bonding, silicon - halogen bonding, and 
silicon - carbon bonding. 
II. Silicon - 0'~ygen Bonding 
Stone and Seyferth ( 19) found that trialkylsilanols 
0 form sodium salts with aqueous sodium hydro:x-.ide at O C and 
corresponding carbon compounds do not under the same condi- 
tions. They attribute t h.i.s to (p--'>d) tr-bonding between 
silicon and oxygen wherein a lone pair from oxygen is 
donated to the silicon, making -~he 0-H bond weakor- and more 
easily broken; however, they say that this information may 
also be explained by inductive effects. Silicon being more 
electropositive than carbon (1.9 vs. 2.6) (20), the electron 
flow from the +I alkyl groups is less than in the carbon 
analogs. Therefore, in the trialkylsilanol, the oxygen ac- 
quires more negative charge than in the trialkylcarbinol, 
making the silanol hydrogen more acidic and more easily re- 
moved than the carbinol hydrogen.(It'was pointed out by J.R. 
Sowa (21) that this conclusion is probably incorrect. If 
oxygen acquires a stronger negative charge, electrostatic 
attraction between it and the hydrogen nucleus should in- 
crease, therefore strengthening the bond between them. Thus, 
the results obtained should be consid~red as evidence for 
(p_...,.d) ·rr-bonding or for the field effect :mentioned earlier 
(see page 2). They did not consider this effect at all). 
-6- 
In a study of triphenylalcohols of Group IV B ele- 
t ( C S • G ' (" ) H· .L. - men s , J.., e, ano. ·.Jl1 , , 1es L-, 1aney and Powell (22) found 
unusual acidity trends. On the basis of l~llred and -:.'.ochov; 
electronegativities (20), the acidity should decrease in 
this fashion: ¢3SiOI-1">¢3snOH>¢3GeOH::::-¢3coH. The electro- 
nee;ativities of the central atoms ar:-e 1.9, 1.93, 2.0 and 2.6 
respectively. The actual trend is ¢3SiOH:::> ¢3GeOH>¢3coH > 
¢3snOH. They conclude that, since ¢3SiOH is a stronger acid 
and F.l weaker- base than ¢3GeOH, (::;:>~d) 7T-bonding is much 
stronger in the silanol than in the germanol. (~Che trend seen 
is, except for the Sn compound, exac t Ly what might be exiJec- 
ted froo inductance considerations alone, but their conclusion 
may be true if 11-bonding e xi s t s in these compounds at all.) 
Ostdick and ~JcCusker (23) did n.m.r. studies on a se- 
ries of alkylalkoxysilanes,RLf-nSi(OR)11• 'I'heir results vrere: 
TABLE I. - N .M.R. Chemical Shifts for Alkylalkoxysilanes 
Compound 
( CH3)L~Si or THS 
( CH3) 3'SiOC2H5 
(CH3)2Si(OC2H5)2 
CH3.Si(OC2H5)3 
-21 
~-alkyl proton(ppm) 
o.ooo 
-27 
-16 
-0.055 
-0.025 
+19 o.ooo 
~'.eference is the 29si in a silicone of 100 cp vi sco sj ty 
:Replacing one methyl group of TVS with an ethoxide sroup, 
they found a dcwn f'Le Ld shift of the oZ-alkyl proton, indi- 
eating decreased electron density on siJicon. Teplacing a 
second me t hy.L by ano t.he.r e t hoxf.de resulted in an upf i.e Ld 
-7- 
shift relative to the ~onoalkoxylated com9ound. Two effects 
- are possible: a) inductive electron wi.t hdr-awa.l , and b) cJ~d) 
7f-bonding from O to Si. 'I'hey interpreted their data in the 
follovring way: vrith the first replacement, inductive electron 
vri t.hdr-awa.L was the pr'e dcrri.nan t factor, thus decreasing the 
electron density on silicon; the r-e Lat i ve upfield shj_ft wi th 
the second replacement indicated an increase in the effect of 
the ·Tr-bonding. The general trends for this series was that 
the inductive e f feet :;?er aLko xy grou:? decreases as the number- 
of a.Lko xy groups increases wher-e as the 7/-bondj_nc per a.Llcoxy 
group remains about the same or decreases only slic;htly as the 
nu.nber- of a l.ko xy c;rou)S increases. 
A detailed examinat:Lon by ''est and Ganey (24) of the 
infrared absorption of silanols in the hydroxyl stj_netching 
region shed some light on the problem. The acidity of silRnols 
and carbinols as hydrogen donors in hydrogen-bond f'cr-nat.Lon 
was measured by the shift in the 0-H stretch ~and due to 
hydrogen bonding of these compounds in diethyl ether and 
mesi tylene. The resulting trends were: a.cidi t;y: - arylsilanols> 
a.l.ky.Le.l Lan o Ls > arylcarbinols » a.Lky.Lcar-bf.nc Ls ; and, basici t;z - 
alkylcarbinols > alkylsilanols > arylcarbinols zo..rylsiJanols. 
The overall effect was that s:Llanols exhibit much e;reater 
acidity but not substantially less basicity than carbinols, 
as night have been expected. 'I'hey ~1ropose that these results 
can be explained by assuming a 1/-bon.d betneen ~electron 
pair of the oxygen and the emp ty d-orb:ttals of silicon, Al- 
though there are t wo lone :.:;airs on ozyn;en, the;:/ discount the 
possibility of an sp-hybridized oxygen rii th a double (-o--7-d) 
7( -overlap v1i th tvo empty silicon d-orbi tals ( eg., d::;~y and 
dxz), since, in hydr-o gen-cbond f'or-mat.Lo n , 7[..electrons are much 
less basic than unshared pairs (one of which is in the s~J2 
oxygen case) and there fore the basici ty should be markedly 
decreased. Diagrams for the two hJbridization cases are below: 
sp O~::ygen d 2 sp O:;~ygen 
Figure 4 
There were similar studies co~ducted by Allred, 
Rochow and Stone (25). ~hey studi8d trimethylsil2nol and tri- 
methylcarbinol. On the basis of elec t r one ga ti vi. ty, t.he 
hydr o xy L »r-o t on in the silanol should be relatively mor e 
shielded from the silicon atom by the oxygen electron density 
than the corresponding proton in the carbinol. If the elec- 
tron density on oxygen is de cr-eaae d 'by dative TT-bonding or 
by the field effect, the results vrill be OPI)OSi te f'r-on the 
results H:ntici pated by electronegativi ty consj_deration.s. :J;he 
results were that the silanol proton is ~ ah.i.e Lded than 
the carbinol proton. Therefore, they accepted the fact of 
(p-,d) -rr-bonding as suml.ng that effects due to no l.ecu Lar 
association are similar or nec;ligible in both compounds. 
Cruickt3hank ( 6) d i.d a detailed study on XOL n- tetra- 
!- 
hedral ions where X = P, .S, .Si, Cl· He showed here that the ,Sj_ 
-9- 
dx-1..-ya.. orbital overlaps with the oxygen combination i(p1+p2+ 
) d . , 1( I , I I) p3+plf- an also the dz~ overlaps wi.t.h ;r p1+p2+p3+p~-. He also 
investigated other Si-0 bond-containing ions and, because of 
their short bond length and increased bond orders, concluded 
that (p-4d) 71-bonding 111as a contributor to the stabilities 
of these ions. 
One other spectral.datum was attributed to dative 
ll-bondj_n5 by Schmidbaur and Schmidt (2.6). They found that 
there were snall low-field shifts of the proton resonances in 
hexamethyldisiloxe.ne against TJ~S and concluded that back- 
bonding was the reason for this. However, Ebsworth and 7ran- 
kiss (2.7) have found this 11anomaly11 (and others to be men- 
tioned later) to be present in carbon analogs and have there- 
fore rejected these data as conclusive proof of (p~d) TT- 
bondinc;. 
III. Silicon - Nitrogen Bonding 
Silicon-nitrogen bond-containing compounds have been 
shown to generally be weaker bases than correspondinc C-N 
compounds. On the basis of electronegativity, the opposite 
might be expe c t ed • .Silicon is less e Le c t.r one ga't Lvo than 
carbon and therefore the electrons in the Si-N bond lie clo- 
ser to the nitrogen atom than in the C-~ bond. Thus, the 
nitrogen lone p~ir is more available for bonding and should 
show enhanced basicity relative to C-N compounds. The field 
effect would pr-ov.i d- the same sort of redistribution of the 
electron density of the nitrogen atom. If (p~d) ""Tr-bonding 
exists, the lone pair, tied u~ in the silicon d-orbital is 
' 
-10- 
not as readily available for donation and these compounds 
_ should then be weaker Lewis bases. 1::1his is the case. ( 19, 28, 29) 
The existence of dative 11-bonding has been invoked by some 
chemists to explain this observation. Here again there is 
controversy. 
Aylett and Peterson (28) prepared the series 
E1+_11Si{NC CH3) 2Jn from n= l to n=L:-. They studied the addition 
of these compounds to Lewis acids. There was no addition. 
They expected the addition of SiLN(Cn3)J4 to BH3 to f'o rm the 
adduct Si{N(CH3)2l4•2BH3 on two grounds: a) frorn electro- 
negativity considerations, Si-N compounds should be more 
basic than C-N compounds; and, b ) silicon Ls a larger a t crr 
than carbon; therefore adducts of substituted silanes should 
be, in general, less crowded than similar adducts of substi- 
tuted methanes. Since they did not form this adduct, the 
authors concluded that Si-N dative iT-bonding is sufficiently 
strong in these compounds to overcome both of these factors. 
Once assuming the existence o:.. this bonding, they went on to 
say: 11It seems likely that the lone-pair electrons of all 
the nitrogen atoms will combine vrith one silicon 3d-orbital, 
so that delocalization is as extensive as possible. In that 
case, the ll-bond order in these compounds [su-r2(NT·~e2)2 and 
.SiH(NI:e2)3 l will be 1/2 and 1/3, r e spe c tLve Ly.." '11hese e~~pec- 
ted ·71-bond orders were later observed. 
Randall, Ellner and Zuckerman (30), performing n.n.r. 
studies, disagree with the above contentions. They studied 
1 t::; coupling constants for various /N systems and found that 
J (15N-H) in 0 _l51'TH-SiHe3 is 73.7 cps and, for sp3-hybrid 
l 5N-amr,1onium chloride, J ( 15N-H) is 73. 2 cps (31). It has 
-11- 
been contended that the amount of s character i11 the nitro- 
- gen hybrid should increase nith (:p~d) TT-bonding between 
N and :Si, since this interaction requires the use of a !T 
orbital \'Ji th large, per-haps pur-e , p character. The negligible 
difference in coupling constants shows t~lt the silicon- 
bound nitrogen does not tal:e on a:'.}p~eciably mores character. 
Therefore, they claim that (]?~d) ff-bondins j_s not appre- 
ciable in this compound. Ai1 interestinc sidelight here is 
that Ebsworth ( 3a), who has been an agnostic at times concer- 
ning (p~d) 71-bondine;, argued t.nat the above studies are 
not necessarily an indication of the lack of dative ~-bon- 
7 
d'l.ng , He demonstrated the possibility of a (sp4 d) If-bond 
from nitrogen to silicon, thus accounting for the che~ical 
reactivity and the planarity of such compounds as trisilyl- 
amine. It has also been sucgosted that the lone pair is do- 
nated to a 4s orbital. 
Ebsworth and ~mel~us (29) studied methylated silyl- 
amines and silylated silylamines and founrl thov to be very 
weak be.se s , They found that N,:1T-dimethylsilylarf1ine f or-ns an 
adduct 1 i th trirneth;ylboron, but 10 ac cept.or differentiated 
between ~·J-methyldisilylamine and trj_silylaidne, both of V!hich 
forrr only unstable adduc ts. .P 11 of these facts agr ce ni th the 
theory of back-bonding between silicon and nitrogen - or with 
the field effect theory. 
Schrnidbaur and Schmidt (33) found smaJl low-field 
shifts in the proton resonances in tris(trimethylsilyl)- 
ami.ne relative to T~·/'S and attributed these to (p-7d) 7f- 
bondinp between the nitro~en and silicon atoms. 01 __ 1ce ac~~Ln 
~ ~- U oV·- ' 
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Ebsworth and Frankiss (27) found si1dlar results in corres- 
ponding carbon compounds and rejected this evidence as con- 
elusive proof of back-bonding. 
nandall and Zuckerm.a.i1 (34) -~:ere led to take an ag- 
nostic vierr of supposed lsrce (p_.,.d) TT- contributions to the 
Si-, Ge- and ,)n.;..N bonds on the basis of n.m.r. experiments 
on the M-lJ-H skeleton. An increased J (15N-H) from l5N- 
aniline to trimethylsilyl-15N-aniline is expected, because of 
the (p~d) IT-bond formation. However , they found no such 
increase. ~lso, Si-N bonds have been shown to exhibit single 
bond character, via infrared and Raman spectra of gaseous., 
lir:uid and solid N( SiH3) 3, N( SiD3) 3, P ( SiH3) 3 and P( SiD3) 3. 
(35,36) Because of this fact and their own e xper-Lment.a.L re- 
sults, Randall and Zuckerman rejected dative -rr-bondine; as a 
possibility. 
Friedman (37), in reviewing pentaco-ordinate or pen- 
tacovalent silicon, discusses the properties of 
This is the first complex of silicon to have no oxy5en or 
halogen directly bonded to the silicon atom. Studyins the IR 
spectrum, the band at 2780 cm-l is absent. This band would 
show C-H stretching in the arm.ne . Thus, the extra pair of 
electrons on the nitro.sen atom are shown to be dative-7T 
bonded to the silicon. ~Ie also shows t ha t (;i~d) IT -bonding 
exists .i,n trisilylamine and ( ~S.:.- ".l= , where Z = Cl, 
CH3, OCH3, ¢, or CH3-co2• 
IV. Silicon - Halogen Bonding 
The earliest evidence of some sort of back-bonding in 
-13- 
silicon compounds was found by Brockway and Coop ( 15) • They 
_ investieated bond lengths and bond angles in chlorosilanes 
and chloromethanes. 'I'he i.r results are tabulated be Lovr : 
TABLE II 
Comoound Si-Cl Bond Length Cl-Cl Interatomic Dist. Cl-Si-Cl 1n5le 
0 2.06.::!:.0.05 A 
S . tr ci 1 l.L2''-' 2 
SiHCl..,. :; 
SiClil 
' 
2 0 ')-'-0 O' II • c:...~ • :) 
0 
3.31,:;:.o.04 A 
3.29:_0,03 II 
0 110+ 1 
2•01.:::-_0 • 0 3 •I 
2 . 00 +O • 0 .2 'I 
0 
11O+1 
0 I 
109 22 
0 Covalent Radius Sum = 2. 16 A. 
Corni)ound C-Cl Bond Length 
0 CH_,Cl 1.77,:;:.o.02 A 
::> 
CH2c12 1.77.::0.02 I\ 
CHC17 1.77.:::-_o.02 II 
;) 
CCl 1 • 7 5 5,:;:.0 • 00 5 H L1- 
0 Covalent Radius Sum = 1. 76 A 
Cl-Cl ~:nteratoi:nic Dist. Cl-C-Cl !.nrle 
0 
112+2 ° 2.03+0.02 A 
/ - 
2.93.:::-_o.02 " 112+2° 
2.87.::0.01 
,, 
109°22.' 
The se data show that the Si-Cl bond length is substantially 
0 
(2.3 to 8.3%) less than the covalent radius su~ of 2.16 A. 
This demonstrated ~artial double bond character with resul- 
ting bond shorteninz. They interpreted these data to mean 
some sort of b&ck-bondine in the chlorosilanes. It should be 
noted, however, that an Lnc r eas e in the /(-bondins would also 
0 increase the Cl-H-Cl bond ang l e t.owar-d 120. ,'.\_s shown in '"fLble 
II, the methanes have greater bond an5les than the si1anes. 
The situation offers no clear conclusions. 
Pauling (16) attributed these unusually short bonds, 
-11+- 
and similarly short silicon-halogen bonds in general, to 
- resonance. He gave the followinc; structures for .SiX4: 
1~1 
I 
1)(- ".)i,-~1 
- I 
I)(( 
lXt 
- ''fl 
IX - < L. 
l 
IXl - 
€) 
\XI 
\)(I 
'e ~ 
\)(-$'(,=~ 
- I 
\ )() 
C:m:) cu.) 
In structure III, the halogen donates a pair of 7T-electrons 
to one of silicon's empty d-orbitals. 
Pitzer (17) took exception to nauling1s reasoning 
about the short bond lene;ths. He stated that °T,he t wo atoms 
can approach each other closer than the cov aLen t radius sum 
before the repulsions between the completed inner shells be- 
come large enough to establish the desired bon0 distance. 
The most signifj_cant exc ep t.l.on to Pau.i Lng ' s for;mla- 
tions came from Schomalrnr and 3tevenson ( 18). r:'hey formula- 
ted an equation by which interatouic bond Lerig t hs may be 
calculated: 
(:Sq. 1) 
where rAB = interatomic bond length 
r. =covalent radius of ato~ i 
l 
x. = elcctronegativity of atom i 
l 
t3 = 0.09 
The term to be subtracted out takes into consideration the 
fact that the two atoms are of different electronegativi- 
ties and that therefore the bond is slightly ionic in charac- 
ter. Tables III and IV contain data which show how well 
this equation agrees with experimental data (see page 16). 
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'TABLE III 
~ Element Covalent ~)adj_us Ele1:1ent Covalent ::-:adius 
0 "' s 1.04 A p 1. 10 .~ -~ 
c 0.77 ,, Br 1 • 1l1- t v 
0 0.66 ,, Cl 0.99 ,, 
N 0.70 " F. 0.64 " 
c· 1. 17 ,, H 0.37 II >Jl 
TABLE IV 
0 0 0 Compound Bond r obs. (A) rA+rB (A) rcalc. (A.) 
SiH4 Si-H 1 .~-2 1.54 1. 51 
SiC Si-C 1.89 l . 9L1- 1.88 
Si(CH3)4 Si-C 1.93 1 • 9L1- 
.Si li' Si-F 1 • 5L1- 1.89 1. 69 ·- L 4 
Si Cl~- Si-Cl 2.02 2. 1 6 2.05 
SiBr4 Si-Br 2. 1L1- 2.31 2.22 
It can be seen that the Schorna}:.:.er-Stevenson equation affords 
more consistent results in all cases cited in Table IV. ~his 
was their basis for disagreeing with. Pauling and Brockway 
and Coop, there be i.ng no need to invoke _:iartial double bon- 
cb_nrr to e xo La.i.n shorter bonds. The value of 'P has been im- ,~ - 
proved on recently (38), givine; better correlation bet~:een 
theory and exper:i.ment. 
~~bsv10rth and Turner (39) measur e d the coupling constants 
of H-H, H-Si, H-F, and Si-Fin halosubstitute~ monosilanes, 
disilo~·ne, disilylsulfide and trisilylamine. ~hey fcund that 
s.l.mp.l e valence bond calculations failed to interpret the 
-16- 
J(R-H) as a function of the H-Si-H bond anele. They inter- 
- ?reted this failure to the use of the silicon's d-orbitals. 
r·ore recently, ''.filson (40) studied iuternal rota- 
t i.ori in compounds containing an Si-F bond • If (p4 d ) ·rr - 
bonding existed in these corp~unds, the double bond should 
inhibit free rotation abo u t the Si-F. bond. 'I'aki.ng non-bonded 
interactions into account, \.Jilson found no additional barrier 
to rotation about the Si-F bond. From these results, he con- 
cludsd that d1f-p·1T bonding does not e xt.s t i11 these co npounds • 
• • l~oriarty (41) found that, in -l -, J-CO comoound s , there 
is a barrier to internal rotation because of rnr -rnr delo- 
calization resulting in interconverting, :)lanar rotamers • . . 
Applied to -N-SO systems, analogous delocalization wou Ld 
Ile also states that the electron acceDting ability of the .. 
diffuseC 3d-orbitals of sulfur in -N-SO c o=pounds wouln be .. 
enhanced relative to -N-S- due to the electronegative oxygen 
on the sulfur atom. Ee studie~, by n.m.r., the~e three coLlpounds: 
0 
C \! I/ 
3 ' "' s t-\ -- I •. "'cl-t3 
/ c.W3 
c r) en:) 
F 1' 3u.'<"'1. S' 
The results are tabulated in Table Von p. 18: 
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0 0 TABLE V - Temperature Fange: -60 C to +25 C 
I 
.Solvent S-CH3 CS) H( C'I3) 2 (cl") 
neat 2.50 ?.68 
CDC13 2.50 2.68 
:pyridine 2.08 2.28 
benzene 1. 75 2.02 
CDCl.., 2.59 2.?0 -;; 
CClL~ 2. 60 
CDGl..,. 2.60 ::> / 
Compound 
II 
III 
It is contended that, due to the Lultiple degeneracy of 
sulfur's 3d-orbitals, a (p-td) II-overlap does not hrve any 
strict conformational requirements. The fact that N(CH3)2 
0 0 
groups are equivalent at 25 and -60 is in aereement with 
this contention. ~,:oriarty argues that one orientation for 
N-S d7f -plf overlap may be converted to a second by the rota-- 
0 
tion the nitrogen p-orbi tal through 90 with res,,c~ct to the 
XZ-plane of the sulfur d-orbitals. But i 1 contrast to t~e 
p Lana .. :r structure required for 2p7f -2pT( or 2pTT -3p7f over- 
lap, only little overlap is Lo s t by ,rotation about the ~T-S 
bond. 1.·:i th appropriate lJ-d hybridization of the sulfur orbi- 
tals, posi t.Lon s of maximum overlap ar e separated by only 
SY:1all an.c.;ular increments with considerable overlap at all 
intermediary conformations. He states: !I An anoar-cn tl v Sir·- 
.J... .... v b 
nificant conclusion which may be drawn is that essentially 
free rotation may e xi.s t in this syste:r~ with continuous and 
effective overlap." If this system is a_;;lplicable to silicon 
c o-npounds , as :)ovja ( 21) [.'>uggests, . .'ilson ' s results are in- 
c onc Lua.i, v e , 
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V. Silicon - Carbon Bonding 
Considerable attention has been psid to the bonding 
of silicon to adjacent ar-orna t i,c rin,5s. This is the area. in 
vrhich mos t of the research has bsen done arid also in which 
there is th0 most controversy. 
Be d I'or-d , Bolton, Carrington and Prince (42) studied 
the electron spin resonance of anions of phenyltrimethylsi- 
lane and -gerr,wne and found that, relative to -c:a3, both 
-SH·'.e3 and -GeHe3 are electron attracting. Considering elec- 
tronegativity, these groups Ghould be electron releasing 
relative to - CHe2• The effect of electronegativity is found 
;) 
in the dissociation constants of anilines, dimethylanilines, 
phenols and benzoic acids with trimethylsilyl groups in the 
me t a position and also in the para position in the benzoic 
acids. In general, the trimethylsilyl sroup can be either an 
electron pair donor or acceptor, dependinc on the para sub- 
Ge or Sn and R is methyl or ethyl), they found that the dis- 
sociotion constants are sreater than expected relative to the 
unsubstituted ben~oic acid. These are the effects to be ex- 
pe c t ed if (p~d) If-bonding between the d·-orbitals of .Si, :e 
and :3n and the ring 1 s 71 -cloud electrons exists. 
They also studied the series, p-Me3M-CH2-c6H4cooH, 
wher-o :Vi= C,Si,Ge and found t aa t germanium is nor+ electron 
attracting than silicon. Here there is no possible dative 
7T-bondint::; to the rins by M. Howevsr , i 1 tl1e kirevious series, 
silicon was more electron attractin~ than sermaniun. They 
concluded t ho t : a) ( -4d) 11-bondine; does exi s t Ln the Si 
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and Ge compounds; and b) it i3 a much greater factor in 
- silicon bonding than in germanium bonding. 'I'h i s second con- 
clusion is r at.Lona'Lf.z ed by t he knov.rledge that the c:r -bond 
distance in the Ge compounds is enou3h larger than in the Si 
conpounds to more than ba1 ance off the greater size (avo.ila- 
bility for bonding) of the eer~aniu~ d-orbitals. 
Studies on this sane series, P.3M-c6H4cooH, were done 
by Chatt and 1iilliams (43). If (p~d) rf-bonding rrnre to 
exist, the electron wi, t.hdr-awa I from the ring 1 s 7T-cloud (a 
ne ga t i.ve mesomeric effect) would enhance the-strengths of 
the acids. The acids wer-e found to have increased strengtl1 .• 
~elating the amount of increased strength to the amount of 
(p~d) /( -bondinc:, they found that the amount. of bond.i.ng Vias 
roughly independent of the principal quan t ur- number or the 
si~e of the atom M. This information related well to Cr8ig's 
(1~) statement in his theoretical consideration of this type 
of bonding that (p4 d) ff-bonding should be mars or less in- 
dependent of the relative sizes of the bonded orbitals. How- 
ever, Craig also stated that the a~ount of this bonding was 
dependent on tbe electron attracting or releasing effects of 
substituents attached to the benzene ring or to the atom in 
' . ( s. r: ~ ) ques·cion , i, :1e. or .')11 • 
nreliminary results by Zuckerman and 7enton (44) 
ahowe d that silicon sub.stituents on berizo.i c acids behave as 
if they po s s e s s a negative Hamme t t C-constant (+I), exactly 
as would be expected from electronegativity considerations 
alone. hacDiarmid and Rabel (45) did computer analvses of ., 
the n.m.r. spectrum of ths phenyl group in trimethylsilyl- 
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benzene. ~:he Sl'ectra showed that t h e r esonanc e of the para 
~ proton had no downfield shifts, as m.i.ght be e xpe c t ed ( if 
(p~d) tt: -bonding between silicon and the ring were present) 
by virtue of the follo~ing resonance: 
He t f Lej s , Mares and Chvalovsky (46) studied ;uanti- 
tatively the alkali-catalyzed hydrolysis of silanes carrying 
subst i, tuents wht ch nay form (p~d) -rf-bonds. In the phenyl- 
silanes of the type R-c6u4si Me2H, 
p-CE3, H, p-CH3o and }J-N( CH3) 2, the 
where p - i'1-f'."G' _ ... - -·· JJ. 3' :;?-Cl, 
rate of hydrolysi ap- 
0 
pear-ed to be directly correlated to the <I"" constants of the 
phenyl subs ti tuen ts , while the d1! -D7f changes a}yea.red to 
be insignificant. In t11e hydrolyses of v.i.ny.l sri Lane s , 
(CH2=CH)nEt3_nSiH, thC' rate increases from n=O to n-3, also 
sl10\·Ji11g that drr-p-rr con juga t i.on is negligible. 
Other work by Chvalovsl;:y (47) considered silicon 
hydrides wi.t.h 0, Cl, and OSi(r.::!13)3 substituents. TTere h~ 
found that the sis~a constants were ~ore negative than ex- 
pected from the Taft Dolar substituent constants: for¢, O.O 
obs. vs. +0.6 Taft; for Cl, -0.24 obs. vs. +2.9 Taft; and 
for 0Sil'<:e3, -0.14 obs. vs. expected+ Taft value. These data 
seem to establish 9. case in favor of dative J( -bonding. 
Perhaps the mo s t significant work was done by Goodman, 
·-::onst.:=i..m arid So·, rr1er (48). They )'2-rforr:ied a substi tucn t inter- 
f'e r-e rice exp. er-i nen t on the L1 tensi t~I o :Z 1 T b d · l 1 . _ -~ :n .sin p1eny_- 
silanes and cbcro'lstrated that tJ.1c SiH2 actually does v;i thclr·av1 :.; 
electrons from the benzene ring i~to the silicon 3d-orbitals. 
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There are two effects apparent when the silicon ato~ is bonded 
~ to a benzene ring: a) Si acts as a +I grou9 and releases 
electrons into the ring ; and, b) resonance Ln t er-ac t.Lon can 
either release or v:i thdraw /{-electrons. There are five pos- 
sible resonance structures for phenylsilane: 
~ µ M~ 
I €) IQ) E) 
o-s~ -14 @: s;-H C>= s, c - IJ 
'~ r4 rt 
(:r) (JI) (.::o:i) (Dl) 
Structure II shows the (+I) electron releasing effect and is 
reinforced by the h;perconjugation of III. Structure3 IV and 
V cppo se the j_nducti ve effects by d-orbi taJ electron VIi th~_ravral 
from the ring. For substituted benzenes of C or hiPber 2v · 0 - 
transition ( 1 A--J Lb) 0 symmetry, the probability of the 2600 A 
depends on the electronic distributions of the rin: alone. 
~his transition is forbidden for benzene itself, but is for- 
na.l Ly allowed for mono- or paradisubstituted benzenes, i.vi t~'l. 
the transition moment, }'lLb, perpendicularly polarized to the 
symme tr y axis: 
- - - ca ... 
0..'11 l:S 
-H-<3-s-- 
r;'igure 6 
Because of this, th2 only effects observed are by those 
structures whi ch are not sy!rrretric alnns the c2v axi.s , mht.rn- 
II and V are discounted, and only the effects frorn structures 
III and IV will be observed. The intensity of th band should 
decrease from anisole to p-xethoxyphenylsil,1ne if d-orbit:11 
resonance js important. The hyperconjugation effect of struc- 
ture III should lead to an increase in ~and intensity from 
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anisole to p-methoxy:;_Jhenylsilo.ne. '"'hey found thcit the inten- 
0 
sity of the 2600 A band decreased quite rnarlndly. 'I'h.l s mar-ks 
t he first re;;i_sonably c Lear-e-c u t evidence ir' favor of (~;~d) 
Tl -bonding between the rtng and silicon. 
Vlork has been done c onccr-n Lug (p-7 d ) /f-bondin2: be- 
tween silicon and a non-aromatic carbon. 1rown and ·· ebster 
(49,50) found that, Ln the series (C:H.,~)1 _ I'"ICl and (CH3)-, . MHCln, 
.:.,, <-1- 11 n .:i-n i 
as n increases, there are smaller low-fi~ld n.m.r. shifts 
when M is silicon than when E is carbon. Schmidbaur ( 51) 
found a decrease in shielding alons the series 
from X = F,Cl,Br,I, an increase in J(13C-H) in 
2 9 ) ( ,...T ) 2 9 n • =r and an .i.n cr-e ase in J( Si-H in Ld:3 3 .)l./_ f r-ori X = CH3,F, 
Cl,~r,I. They interpreted these effects to be due to back- 
bonding betr:een silicon and either carbon or X. =~bsvrnrth and 
Frankiss (27) found similar trends in corT"·si;onding carbon 
compounds and rejected these as evidsnce for (p-+d) TT-bon- 
ding. Their own work showed a decrease in shieldin~ of the 
73-proton in the series CH3SiH2X from :i( = II,N,0,.2'. 'l'his trend 
is consistent with incre~sing inductive deshielding in the 
series. They also found an increase from I,Br,Cl,~ and si~i- 
lar effects in dimethylsilyl and trimethylsilyl h~lides. 
This trend has been explained by assuni::ig dative -rf-bonchng 
in t h ; order I < ·sr < Cl< F. Hov:ever, they observsd the same 
effects in ethyl, isopro9yl, t-butyl and cycloh~xyl h·lides. 
They offered no explanation but also sai.'1 no 5ood r eaaon to 
invoke (11~ d ) If =boridf.ng in an C>( -silicon since these sam.e 
trend.a occur when there iG an o< -carbon. 
Eis ch and Beuhler ( 52) investic;e.ti:::d vin:ylsila.nes to 
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see if they wou.Ld form alh:ali metal adduc t s as ar y Le t.hy Lene s 
~ do. They found facilA reductive coupling of the vinylsilanes 
by Li metal and save this as strong chenical evidence in fa- 
vor of ths capacity of vinyl ~roups adjacent to silicon to 
y.i e Ld reactive metal adducts due to (p~d) 7T-bonchng. Pos- 
stble resonance structures are: 
1+ H- 
µ µ t.l H 
I I I l H I ~) 'K S- c, -c.-H 'R3 S'i..= c.. -c.- R ~- -C.::: c. - ~ ~ '3 c ~ "3 't:.e,, ® El ~ 
er) err) c.ro:) 
where structure III r e or-e ser.t s the (:;::i-+d) 7f·-bond. 
Based on Doering and Hoff~an's worl· (see pp.3,4), 
Price and Sova (8,53) first studied deuteriura exch~nee of 
The best correlation wouLd have been to study exchange of 
the pentanethylsiliconium ion, but, since this has not been 
prepared, neutral compounds were used. The reaction of the 
silane can be pictured as fo L'l ows : 
\ / +138 ::;:::::_~1-1;;).SL_(C?·.':~)3 + H"B (c \.\3J '-+) i. - 
~ 
C. I.la.:::.~ (c "'~\ 
B""D I e> 
G / ( -, -> l)CH ... S,:.(c:.i-li3 + 73 c. µd- ) L. C.t-l)':! ._..-- ... 
These compounds. were reacted with sodium c~irnsyl(61}2c-~-CD"'.) 
../ 
in Dl,1SO-d ")K of appr-o xtma t e Ly L1.0. The reaction mixtures 6' ··· a 
contained 15% dirnsyl ion and 10% reactant in JMSo-d6. They 
obtained the followine r0sults: 
1 - ( c11-z) ?S - 29% and 66~:·~ exchango at 15 and 60 min. 
:J - 
0 of heatinc at 95 C 
2 - ( c2H5) 2s - 1Lh 21 and 30;,'.; exchange of o(-hydrogens 
at 15, 45 and 105 ~in. of heatine at 55°c 
3 - 
4 - (CH3)4si - imraiscible in the reaction medium; no 
0 
e:'chan.:;e after t:iree hours at 95 C 
Sowa , Young , ~'ooseve1 t and ':ichei b (21) continue cl. the 
project. r,,hey pre:::r,red ¢-;)-t~H2-,3i(Ci13)3 and ¢2p-cn2-.~i(Cr:'.3)3. 
Since .S and ::i are known to use t.h ed r d-orbit2ls, the 0.S- 
and ¢2P- should st'lbilize the carbanion formed in the ex- 
change , 'l'he series of ccmpound s , ¢-S-CH2-I'-I( c:a3) n ' wher e = 
Si, G, O, n, P, 0 and n = the numb+r- of me t.hy l 13rotQS neces- 
sary to fulfill the no.rms l. valence shell of E, vm.s 1Jr .. v:tred. 
It was hoped that these would provide conclusive fvidence 
(p-+d) 1/-bonding be c aus e : a) steric factors should be v.n- 
important; and, b) the sulfur, as men t Loned above, should 
assure formation of the carbanion, and therefore assure the 
H-D exchange. The exchange react~on is related to the stabi- 
lity of the anion.( In stu~ies independent of t~is proj8ct, 
Yukuta (54) has sho~n that the stability trend in cen~ral is 
S>P/'Si.) "it h steric factors insignificant, the two effects 
uhich should govern the anion stability are induct~nce and 
r-e acnance , I f silicon uses its d orbitals in 1T-bonding, the 
silane should react f&.ster than expected from inductance and 
field effects alone. A Jlot of electronegativity vs. rate 0f 
exchange should factor out the elecrtonegativity or induc- 
t i.ve effects. Any po i nt s above the linear 0ortioy1 should iYJ.- 
d.i.c at e acme sort of e x t ra s t.ab.i l i za t Lon , wh.i.ch could be 
either resonance rrom d.at L vs 7f -bondi ~<:; or stabi1izr.,_tion 
from the field effect mention8( earlier(p. 2). Figure 7 
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qua.l.Lt a t.Lve Ly L1dicates wha t night be expected: 
~::e i 
~- l) \ 
£'1.c.ha. .. ~~ 
(!) 
s 
J\ © /,I "f 
Si.C?): ~ 
~o 
I c_ 
I 
J.o :1·• 
Figure 7 
Their results thus far are .i.ncoiap.Le t.c : the 0SCH2Si?-Ie3 
showed exchange in a reaction ·11ixturo of 0. 5 % dinsyl ion and 
14. 5 % reactant in Dl:/SO-d6; t.he 02PGH2Sil-J:e3 reacted Lur ed i a t.e Ly 
under these same conditions, gi vine; ei thc:r exchange or 3. nev 
compound. The other compounds h;::i.ve not been studied as yet. 
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VI. Conclusions 
In spite of all the wor-lc done since Br-o ckway an d 
Coop's articles appe ar-ed in 1930. (15), the pr ob'Len of the 
use of silicon's 3d-02"bi tals in borid.l.ng still re~11ains in- 
conclusive. Most consideratio~s have been in the four areas 
discussed. 1:rest ( .55) discussed the bonding of sj_ licon in 
po.Lys i Lanes and the possibility of d:1J-p1f or even d1(-d1{ 
overlap. Silicon, it is sure, exhibits quite different 
cherrri s t.r-y than its first short row coun t er-parrt , carbon. 
Stone and Seyferth (19) comment on this: "It is interesting 
t hat .i n silicon chemistry the f am.l Lf.ar double arid t r Lp Le 
bond.i ng of carbon compounds is replaced by pc Lymer-Lzat.Lon 
as in (SiH2)11, (SiC12) , (P2Si0)., (SiO')) and (SiS2) • n n c: n n 
These effects may also relate to the possible use of 3d- 
o r-b.i, tals of silico1~. 1' 
Sxpect for per hape the worl.:: of Goo dman , }:onstar-1 
and .Som.:rer (pp.21-3), there have been no coriclusive che'rli- 
cal evidences concer-rn.ng silicon (p~d) 7(-bonding. 
-27- 
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